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We present atomistic spin dynamics modeling of thermally induced magnetization switching (TIMS) of
disordered ferrimagnetic TbCo alloys varying the Tb concentration, laser pulse fluence, and its duration. Our
results indicate that deterministic TIMS occurs in a wide range of Tb concentrations and at large laser fluences with
a pulse duration of 50 fs. We furthermore demonstrate that the occurrence of the transient ferromagneticlike state
is necessary, but after first reversal, the system may switch back. The presence of a magnetization compensation
point or going through it is shown not to be required. With the increase of the laser pulse duration TIMS becomes
stochastic so that for a 1 ps laser pulse width and beyond the deterministic heat-assisted AOS does not exist.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.96.014409
I. INTRODUCTION

In the last two decades the development and availability of
means of exciting magnetic materials on the subpicosecond
time scale, such as femtosecond laser pulses [1–3], THz [4,5],
or mid-infrared sources, has given rise to a growing area of
science broadly known as ultrafast spin dynamics. The interest
in this field is on the one hand to understand the nonequilibrium
processes and on the other to use this knowledge to develop
next generation technologies that operate at much higher data
rates than present day technology.
In 2007 Stanciu et al. reported that in GdFeCo disordered
alloys it was possible, not only to change, but also to reverse
magnetization using circularly polarized femtosecond laser
pulses [6]. This observation lead to a debate as to the origin of
the ultrafast switching [7,8]. The inverse Faraday effect (IFE)
was originally proposed as the key driving mechanism for
the reversal [6,9,10]. A further complication to the debate on
all-optical switching (AOS) was presented in 2012 by Ostler
et al. where single 50 fs laser pulses were shown to drive
deterministic magnetization reversal for both left, right, and
linearly polarized light [11]. This has been verified experimentally [11,12] in GdFeCo leading to the conclusion that there are
indeed (at least) two mechanisms for AOS; one that is helicity
dependent; and another that is purely thermally driven (dubbed
thermally induced magnetization switching or TIMS) which
is helicity independent. Typically the first mechanism requires
multiple pulses while the second mechanism is feasible with
only a single, femtosecond laser pulse.
A large amount of work in the area of AOS has been carried
out in the prototypical disordered ferrimagnetic alloy GdFeCo
of various compositions, using laser pulses in the regime
from tens of femtoseconds, see, e.g., [6,11–14], and up to
picoseconds [15,16]. However, there have also been a number
of demonstrations of AOS in other ferrimagnets [17,18],
ferromagnets [19], and multilayer combinations [20–22]. In
some material systems a single pulse mechanism has been
demonstrated [11], while in others multiple pulses have been
shown to be required [7]. The studies have found that the
helicity-dependent AOS most frequently requires a large number of repeated pulses, suggesting that the IFE effect is likely to
2469-9950/2017/96(1)/014409(7)

be relatively small [7]. Alternatively, the magnetic circular dychroism (MCD) has been suggested as the microscopic mechanism for the helicity-dependent switching [12]. Recent calculations [23] have shown that the magnitudes of the IFE and MCD
effects may be similar, both being the source for asymmetric
spin-flip probability during the laser heating and thus we do not
distinguish between them. Furthermore, the cumulative
heating effect is likely to contribute to the reversal process
where the system is driven close to the phase transition
temperature. A further complication is that at the threshold
for switching, the ultrafast TIMS in GdFeCo becomes
helicity dependent even with one laser pulse showing that
the two mechanisms coexist [12]. Additionally, on the larger
time scale the asymmetry in spin-flip probabilities leads to
nonsymmetric domain expansion, the domain sizes being
proposed as the criterion for AOS [7,24].
In this article we center on the pure heat-assisted AOS, i.e.,
TIMS, previously confirmed in GdFeCo both experimentally
[6,11–14] and theoretically [11,14,25,26]. TIMS is a deterministic phenomenon which does not require any asymmetry of
the spin-flip probability coming from IFE, MCD, or external
field. In Refs. [11,14] it was empirically demonstrated (see
also discussion in Ref. [27]) that a number of requirements
for TIMS must be satisfied to observe the phenomena. These
include (i) two or more magnetic species with antiferromagnetic exchange, (ii) different demagnetization times, (iii) the
presence and traversal of the magnetic compensation point TM ,
and (iv) ultrashort laser pulses. As well as these requirements,
it was also shown in Ref. [14] that the switching in GdFeCo
proceeded through a temporary alignment of the Fe and Gd
sublattices, though it is not clear if the existence of this
transient state is a requirement or merely a side effect of
the switching. In the single subpicosecond pulse mechanism
the first two requirements have so far been unambiguously
demonstrated. However, also rather long laser pulses have
been used to drive magnetization reversal, up to 10 ps [18],
raising fundamental questions about the intrinsic or limiting
time scales of the underlying processes.
The common feature of AOS in ferrimagnetic materials
is that it is observed experimentally in disordered materials
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for a certain range of rare-earth concentration in the sample
for which the magnetization compensation temperatures TM
exists. There has been a lot of discussion about the role of
TM (or close to it the angular momentum compensation point
TA ) in AOS. One of the first ideas was that going through
these points is crucial for AOS since at TA the effective
macroscopic damping diverges [6]. Recently, the modeling
and experiments [11] have indicated that the occurrence of
these points is not necessary. A more recent article [25] argues
that the most energy-efficient switching occurs at temperatures
close to this temperature and in general in the conditions of
low magnetization [25,28]. This indicates that the role of the
compensation point is still an open question.
While GdFeCo has been the subject of many theoretical
studies, TbCo has been so far mostly investigated experimentally [7,17,18,20], motivating the need for a theoretical
investigation of switching. Apart from experimental reports
[29,30] on AOS, TbFe has also been modeled atomistically,
though mostly from the point of view of static magnetization
[31]. At the same time, both TbFe and TbCo present larger
anisotropy than GdFe, and thus potentially are more relevant
for applications. Recently nanoscale magnetic recording with
AOS technology using near-field optics has been reported on
TbFeCo thin films [32]. Most of the experimental studies
on TbCo have been subject to switching through the use of
circularly polarized laser pulses [7,17,20] that confirmed the
occurrence of AOS in TbCo, but mainly the inverse-Faraday
effect has been speculated as the mechanism. In a recent
experiment on TbCo [7,18], with a single laser pulse, TIMS
has not been confirmed, and only thermal demagnetization
with subsequent formation of domains has been reported. Due
to the fact that different experiments are performed in different
conditions, i.e., different pulse lengths, fluences, static vs timeresolved probing, single-shot vs multiple shot laser pulses, and
others, they cannot be considered as conclusive at this point
and the possibility of TIMS in TbCo is an open question. Thus,
addressing this problem theoretically and finding the region of
parameters for which TIMS exists, if it does, is important to
guide future experiments.
In order to investigate and clarify some of the aforementioned aspects of TIMS, such as the requirement of the
presence (and traversal) of TM , the transient ferromagneticlike
state, and the importance of the laser pulse duration, a computational study of the magnetization dynamics for disordered
TbCo alloys excited with ultrashort laser pulses is presented in
this paper. TbCo has been selected here (many ferrimagnetic
compounds with rare-earth and transition-metal elements
could exhibit TIMS) for several key reasons. First, it has
been demonstrated experimentally that AOS can be produced
with different laser pulse durations [7,17,18]. Second, it is
an interesting material for ultrahigh density data storage, and
finally, the conditions for its switching under TIMS has not
been investigated theoretically so far.
Specifically, here we investigate the influence of the Tb
concentration x in the sample Tbx Co1−x with different (or
no) compensation temperatures, heated by laser pulses with
different durations (50 fs, 400 fs, 1 ps, 10 ps) and fluences, and
seek the occurrence of subpicosecond magnetization reversal
without any other external stimulus (such as a magnetic field
or spin polarized current). For this purpose, atomistic spin
simulations of TbCo have been performed.

II. MODEL

Our model is based on the extended Heisenberg Hamiltonian assuming localized magnetic moments on both Tb and
Co sites. The Hamiltonian reads

1
Jij Si · Sj −
(1)
ku Sz2 ,
H=−
2 i=j
i
where Si are classical spins vectors with unit length describing
the magnetic moment directions on site i. Jij is the interatomic
exchange interaction, and ku is the local uniaxial anisotropy
constant per atom. Previously this model has been shown
to correctly describe ultrafast magnetization dynamics in
GdFeCo [11]. The dynamics of the many-body spin system
are calculated by integration of a stochastic Landau-LifshitzGilbert equation on the atomic level:
γi
dSi
 Si × [Hi + λi Si × Hi ],
= −
dt
1 + λ2i μi

(2)

where λi is the coupling to the thermal bath. The value of
the magnetic moment is given by μi . Hi = −∂Hi /∂Si + ζ i
is the effective field at site i and includes stochastic thermal
fluctuations ζ i . The thermostat is coupled to the thermal bath
represented by the electronic temperature of the system (see
details below).
To model the properties of TbCo we have used the following
material parameters: damping constant λ = 0.05 for both
materials, and magnetic moments μCo = 1.61μB [33] and
μTb = 9.34μB [34]. The selected magnetic moment values for
our simulations are the corresponding bulk values for Co and
Tb. However, it is known that these values might change from
pure metals to alloys, see, e.g., Ref. [35]. Nevertheless, the
variation should be small, i.e., see Ref. [33] for cobalt, thus,
we do not expect that this difference influences our results
significantly. The on-site uniaxial magnetic anisotropies used
in this work are ku (Co) = 3.73 × 10−23 J/atom and ku (Tb) =
2.16 × 10−22 J/atom. A different anisotropy constant was
used for Co and Tb in order to mimic the change of
macrosopic anisotropy as a function of Tb concentration,
reported in Ref. [17], although we stress that the anisotropy
does not play a significant role in the ultrafast switching. These values have similar magnitudes as published in
Ref. [17]. The value of damping was chosen to give the
magnetization quenching magnitudes similar to that observed
in Ref. [18], as discussed below. The simulated system size
was 50 × 50 × 50 fcc atomic cells where Co was randomly
substituted by Tb with the desired concentration.
As was done for GdFeCo [36], an empirical fitting to
experimental measurements of the Curie temperature TC and
the magnetization compensation point TM was carried out
using the experimental values from Ref. [17] as a function of
Tb concentration x. As a first step, bulk exchange parameters
bulk
bulk
for Co (JCo-Co
) and Tb (JTb-Tb
) corresponding to each bulk TC
(1398 K [37] and 237 K [38], respectively) have been used.
bulk
The antiferromagnetic coupling value (JCo-Tb
) could be used
to fit the experimental dependence TM (x). However, the Curie
temperatures TC , obtained as a function of this parameter,
are much higher than those measured experimentally. Here
we include an extra antiferromagnetic exchange interaction
in the Co sublattice (equivalent to the decrease of the Co-Co
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exponential profile in time that allows us to vary the pulse
duration of the laser. The 2TM therefore reads
dTe (t)
= −G[Te (t) − Tph (t)] + P (t),
dt
dTp (t)
= G[Te (t) − Tph (t)],
Cp
dt
Ce

(4)

2

P (t) = (I0 F )e−(t/τp ) .

exchange) that appears in the presence of Tb (JCo-Tb-Co ) and is
proportional to the Tb concentration (as in the mean field) and
reduces the TC value, as suggested in Refs. [18,39]. Therefore,
the effective exchange parameter on the Co site reads (x < 0.5)
x
eff
bulk
(3)
JCo-Co
= JCo-Co
+ JCo-Tb-Co
1−x
and the additional mean field acting on Co is proportional to
the Tb concentration x. Using the two fitting parameters JCo-Tb
and JCo-Tb-Co , we can reproduce the experimental dependence
of TM (x) and TC (x) for all x, see Fig. 1. The corresponding
exchange interaction parameters used in the atomistic spin
dynamics model are presented in Table I.
As discussed in Ref. [18], there exist three different regions
for the position of TM relative to room temperature Troom =
300 K. The first one corresponds to concentrations in the region
from x = 0.04 to x = 0.2 where TM is below Troom or does not
exist due to the shortage of Tb. Thus the transient temperature
of the electronic bath will not cross TM upon laser heating.
The second one ranges from x = 0.2 to x = 0.3 and TM is
above Troom so that the electronic temperature may cross TM
upon application of the laser pulse, depending on the fluence.
The third region begins at the Tb composition x = 0.3 where
the compensation temperature TM does not exist due to an
excess of Tb. Considering this distinction, the role of TM in
the occurrence of AOS will be determined in the following.
In order to model the laser heating of the sample and the
electronic temperature dynamics, the two-temperature model
(2TM) is used. The pump energy is described using an

III. RESULTS

Figure 2 presents an example of simulated magnetization
dynamics, in this case for Tb32 Co68 and laser pulse duration
1.0
0.5

bulk
JCo-Co
bulk
JTb-Tb

JCo-Tb
JCo-Tb-Co

-0.5
-1.0

F = 16.7 mJ/cm 2

(a)

F = 18.3 mJ/cm2

F = 18.5 mJ/cm 2

(c)

F = 36.7 mJ/cm2

(b)

0.5
-0.5
-1.0

0

Energy (J)
5.9×10−21
8.2×10−22
− 1.0×10−21
− 4.4×10−21

Tb

0.0

TABLE I. Exchange parameters for TbCo, extracted by systematic variation of the Co-Tb and Co-Tb-Co parameters and comparing
the TC and TM values with experimental measurements as a function
of the concentration of Tb, x in the Tbx Co1−x alloy.
Exchange interaction type

Co

0.0
mz=Mz/Ms

FIG. 1. Curie temperature TC and the compensation temperature
TM as a function of Tb concentration x. Triangular point ( / )
symbols represent the results from atomistic spin dynamics (ASD)
simulations with the parameters from Table I. Circles ( / ) represent
the experimental values extracted from Ref. [17]. As the simulations
begin at room temperature the white background is the concentration
region where TM is not reachable with the laser heating.

Here Te (t) is the electronic temperature, Tph (t) is the temperature assigned to the phonon bath, Ce = γ Te and Cp
are the heat capacities for electrons and phonons, and G
is a coupling parameter between these systems. In the
simulations we have used the following parameters taken
from Ref. [11] for GdFeCo: γ = 7.00 × 102 J m−3 K−2 , Cp =
3.0 × 106 J m−3 K−1 , and G = 17 × 1017 W m−3 K−1 . P (t) is
assumed to be the pump laser energy received by the electronic
system, I0 describes the amount of laser energy absorbed by
the sample, F is the laser fluence, and τp is the laser pulse
duration. More specifically, the spin dynamics simulations
use the value (I0 F ) characterizing the input energy [units of
J/(m3 s)], while the experimental papers report the values in
terms of F (units J/m2 ). The estimation of I0 is nontrivial and
the results of the simulations are strongly dependent on P .
I0 can be estimated from theory or experimental reflectivity,
and has the units of m−1 s−1 . In this paper and because the
experimental data are not available, its value has been taken
from literature for FePt (I0 = 3 × 1019 m−1 s−1 ) [40] giving
laser pulse fluences in agreement with the experimental data
on TbCo. We note that the results, while dependent on I0 ,
will be simply rescaled should a different value be used. This
shows that this value, although somewhat arbitrary, is close to
the real one for ultrathin metallic films. In the present work the
simulations always start at room temperature Troom = 300 K.

2

4

6

8
0
Time [ps]

2

4

(d)
6

8

10

FIG. 2. Different magnetization dynamics curves corresponding
to various pump fluences for Tb32 Co68 and a pulse duration of 50 fs.
The reduced magnetization mz = Mz /Ms is the magnetization of the
individual sublattice divided by the value of that sublattice if all spins
were ordered (the zero K case).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIG. 3. Degree of magnetization quenching (z component) of the
reduced magnetization (mz ) of Co 10 ps after the pulse for different
compositions of TbCo, pump fluences, and laser pulse durations (a)
50 fs, (b) 400 fs, and (c) 1 ps. The green color indicates approximately
the region with deterministic reversal.The numbers in the upper
horizontal axis indicate maximum electronic temperature achieved
in the integration of the 2T model.

τp = 50 fs. Note that this composition does not have a
magnetization compensation point. Our modeling qualitatively
reproduces the experimental forms of the magnetization
quenching/recovery and switching curves [18]. As expected,
for small laser fluence [Fig. 2(a)] magnetization quenching and
subsequent recovery takes place. For laser fluences above F ∼
18.5 mJ/cm2 the magnetization of the sublattices switches,
going through a small transient ferromagneticlike state
[Fig. 2(c)], where the two sublattices temporarily align. We
have investigated the fluence limit for which the switching
starts to appear (see Fig. 3) finding that near the threshold value

the magnetization can reach the transient ferromagnetic state
and temporarily switch, however, a backward switching to the
initial directions of the sublattices occurs, see Fig. 2(b). This
indicates that the occurrence of the transient ferromagneticlike
state is not a sufficient condition for switching. This form of
the curve is similar to the experimentally measured one for
TbCo [18] and TbFe [29]. At high laser power, the system
simply demagnetizes as shown in Fig. 2(d).
In Fig. 3 we present quantitatively the degree of magnetization quenching for the z component of the Co sublattice
magnetization after 10 ps, for different durations of the pulse
(50 fs, 400 fs, 1 ps), and various compositions. In this figure,
100% quenching corresponds to demagnetization. Switching
is represented as a magnetization quenching larger than 100%.
The green shaded region represents deterministic switching
(see below). A similar representation was used in Ref. [18].
The choice of compositions corresponds to Tb16 Co84 ( ) with
TM < Troom , Tb24 Co76 with TM > Troom ( ), and Tb32 Co68 ( )
without a compensation point. The pump fluence in Fig. 3 has
very different energy scales due to the fact that as the laser
pulse duration is increased, the total energy absorbed in the
system is also increased and thus less laser fluence is necessary
to produce the same demagnetization. We can also see that
as the Tb concentration increases, the degree of quenching
is reduced. Simulations show the existence of TIMS for all
temporal widths of laser pulse, though it can be seen from Fig.
3 that as the pulse becomes shorter, the range of compositions
and laser fluences with TIMS becomes larger.
We should point out explicitly that for a laser pulse duration
of 50 fs, all compositions shown in Fig. 3 switch. Since
the composition Tb32 Co68 does not have a magnetization
compensation point, this demonstrates that the occurrence of
the compensation temperature is not a necessary condition for
TIMS. Our simulations show that the composition Tb12 Co88 ,
also without a compensation temperature, presents TIMS as
well. Furthermore, for the 50 fs laser pulse duration, the range
for TIMS also includes Tb16 Co84 , for which TM is below Troom .
Thus, going through this point is also not a necessary condition
for the AOS. However, while we have demonstrated that TM
is not an essential criteria for switching, the results so far do
not confirm that it is an irrelevant parameter in the occurrence
of AOS. In fact, since we clearly observe that the composition
Tb16 Co84 required more laser energy to switch, the presence
of TM influences the switching process. Furthermore, the
composition with a compensation temperature higher than
room temperature (crossed by the electronic temperature under
the action of the laser pulse), i.e., Tb24 Co76 , is the only one
that undergoes switching for all laser pulse durations.
Finally, for Tb32 Co68 and a laser pulse with a 400 fs
duration [Fig. 3(b)], TIMS takes place in a small window
of pump fluence, ending with a simple demagnetization at
large fluences. There is also a random event of switching
at small laser pulse fluency (4 mJ/cm2 ). This indicates a
possible stochasticity of the switching in this case which
we will investigate in the following. To this end, in Fig. 4
we show the reversal probability as a function of laser pulse
fluence, with the averaging of many realizations with different
seeds for the random number generator that is used for the
fluctuating stochastic field. The data are shown for various Tb
concentrations and for 50 and 400 fs laser pulses. The figure
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IV. CONCLUSIONS
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FIG. 4. Reversal probability for Tbx Co1−x alloys heated with
different laser pump fluences. The color legend indicates the reversal
probability with yellow and blue pixels reflecting the cases where
there is magnetization switching or not, respectively. Upper a) and
lower b) panels correspond to 50 fs and 400 fs laser pulse durations,
respectively.

shows that for 50 fs laser pulses, deterministic TIMS in a wide
range of Tb concentrations (x) is possible, with stochastic
switching taking place around this region. The deterministic
region is very small for the 400 fs laser pulse duration and
does not exist for 1 ps laser pulses (not shown). This confirms
that a fully deterministic TIMS only happens when the laser
pulse duration is of the order of the characteristic time of the
exchange interactions. For 50 fs laser pulses the deterministic
region includes Tb concentrations above 30% for which TM
does not exist. The same is true for Tb concentrations x < 0.2
for which TM is below Troom and thus it is not crossed during
the heating process. Note that both the stochastic switching
and complete demagnetization lead on larger time scale to the
formation of magnetic domains, see previous modeling [41]. In
the case of the stochastic switching, parts of the system switch
and others do not, leading to the formation of domains. In the
case of the complete demagnetization, the system recovers by
means of creation of such domains. The domain sizes in the
latter case are smaller than in the former case which can be
larger than the laser spot as is discussed in Ref. [42].
We should note that for GdFeCo, pulses, longer than 1 ps,
have been used to induce switching [15,16]. Though, in the
work of Gorchon et al. [16] an electrical stimulus rather than
an optical one was used and it remains an open and interesting
question as to whether the same thermally induced stimulus
is at work here. Using similar modeling as presented here,
switching in GdFeCo via TIMS can be induced using laser
pulses up to 1 ps [43], though the main reason for the difference
with the present work is that in GdFeCo the damping constant
is lower, which has the effect of slowing down the dynamics.
The low damping constant is the result of the fact that the
orbital angular momentum quantum number L = 0 for Gd
f electrons which constitutes the main difference between
Gd-based and Tb-based alloys.

We have modeled ultrafast magnetization dynamics in
Tbx Co1−x ferrimagnets varying the Tb concentration, laser
pulse fluence, and laser pulse duration. The inclusion of
additional antiferromagnetic exchange on Co sites, with the
strength proportional to the Tb concentration (consistent with
the assumption of previous works [18]), has allowed us to
reproduce the experimental Curie and the magnetization compensation temperatures, the key factor for comparison with experimental measurements. We have modeled and analyzed the
occurrence of TIMS in this system, shedding light on some previously suggested requirements for the switching mechanism.
By systematically varying the laser fluence and Tb concentration for different laser pulse durations we have found the
region of parameters for which TbCo switches. Our results
indicate that deterministic TIMS occurs for 50 fs laser pulses
in a range of Tb concentrations and high laser pump fluences.
At the boundaries for this switching TIMS is stochastic. Our
results show that the region for TIMS decreases with the
increase of laser pulse duration and the TIMS becomes a
stochastic phenomenon. Thus, TIMS occurs for laser pulses
with durations on the time scale of the exchange interactions.
Indeed, using the uncertainly principle tE  h̄/2, and a
laser duration 50 fs, gives an energy of ∼10−21 J, which
matches with the AFM exchange interaction. Therefore, we
believe that the AOS found in Refs. [7,18] with 400 fs and 10 ps
laser pulses most probably does not have a complete heating
origin. In our view, in this case, similar to ferromagnetic
FePt [19,23], the inverse Faraday or MCD effects produce
an asymmetry in the nucleation of TIMS and stabilize the
stochastic reversal producing a deterministic AOS with many
laser pulses. The reason that TIMS has not been found so far
in TbCo with a single fs laser pulse may reside in the fact that
it requires high laser intensities. Indeed, comparing with the
results of Ref. [7], our threshold values are at the border of the
largest experimental ones.
Furthermore, we have observed that the occurrence of
the transient ferromagneticlike state is a necessary but not
a sufficient condition for the switching since with the laser
power at the switching boundary, we present examples where
this state occurs but the system switches back. We also confirm
that the existence of the magnetization compensation point is
not necessary for switching, nor is it necessary to go through
it during the laser heating, since for both cases we have
presented counterexamples. These results are in agreement
with experiments on TbFe as shown in Ref. [29].
Finally, we note that the complete set of conditions for
the TIMS is still elusive, most likely due to the fact that too
many parameters simultaneously play a role in determining the
magnetization dynamics, e.g., the exchange, the damping, and
the magnetic moments [44]. We believe that in the present work
we have made a step forward in this respect by establishing
that (i) different demagnetizing rates of the materials and (ii)
femtosecond laser pulse durations are necessary conditions.
At the same time (i) the presence of the magnetization
compensation point or heating through it is not a necessary
condition for switching and (ii) the transient ferromagneticlike
state is a necessary but not sufficient condition since reversal
can be stochastic on the boundaries of the reversed region.
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